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Abstract. This paper presents IWA, a platform to aid children when learning 
how to write. The proposed system offers both tutor and child a certain degree 
of autonomy. IWA provides tutor and child with different interfaces. The 
features available to the tutor allow the definition and configuration of 
repetition exercises comprising letters, numerals and freeform gestures. The 
child interface supports the child in the task of solving those exercises. The 
system has been evaluated in two sessions with children. From the evaluation 
results and the feedback provided by a school teacher we conclude this to be a 
very promising system towards optimizing the repetition process required for 
perfecting hand-writing. 
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1   Introduction 

Learning to write is a complex process encompassing the development of cognitive 
and mechanic abilities, and their synchronization [1]. This process traditionally 
requires the presence of a teacher to assist the child when performing the first writing 
movements [2]. Perfecting the child’s calligraphy involves numerous repetitions of 
the same movement, demanding major time consumption from both teacher and pupil. 

Being faced with such a lengthy process concerning the interaction between 
teacher and pupil, we argue that finding an alternative capable of endowing both 
parties with enough autonomy, and thus targeting an increased productivity, would be 
a helpful proposal. By reducing the time required from the teacher to accompany each 
individual child, she can better manage her effort and work more closely with the 
children presenting more learning difficulties. Giving teachers the means to improve 
their awareness to each child’s progress, will allow them to focus their efforts where 
they’re most needed, hopefully resulting in a swifter evolution from the group of 
children in a class. Besides the benefits directed at the teacher, the children 
themselves could benefit from becoming semi-independent in their calligraphy 
perfecting process, allowing them to execute requested exercises anytime or 
anywhere, without the presence of a teacher to grade their performance. 

In order to ensure that teachers and pupils can enjoy the benefits of such a level of 
independence, we propose a new interactive platform, grounded on traditional 
teaching methods and favoring the synchronization between the cognitive and motor 
skills involved in hand-writing. The platform, targeted at pre-school and school aged 
children, takes advantage of today’s pen-based devices. This way, it will be possible 
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to support interaction mechanisms similar to the ones used in traditional learning 
techniques by having the child write directly on the device, in the same way she 
would do with paper. This will allow lessening the child’s adaptation efforts while 
offering a rich and motivating interaction experience. 

The paper reports on the development of such platform, named IWA (Improving 
Writing Ability), which applies gesture evaluation techniques in teaching to write 
scenarios. The platform strives to perfect some of the writing and calligraphy 
characteristics trough contextualized challenges and task execution, while making use 
of appropriate feedback mechanisms capable of stimulating children of target age 
ranges to a healthy and constructive learning experience. 

The next section presents a summary of related work. Afterwards, we present the 
IWA system supporting concepts, the tutor and pupil interfaces, the data storage and 
logging mechanisms and the gesture grading algorithm. This is followed by a 
description of the preliminary evaluation conducted and a presentation of the results 
obtained. Finally we discuss those results and finish with some concluding remarks 
and future work directions. 

2   Related Work 

One very often applied technique in learning to write support methods based on recent 
technologies is gesture recognition and evaluation, from gestures performed with the 
assistance of haptic systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. Telemaque [1] is a system which employs a 
force feedback ready pen to help children learning how to write. According to its 
authors this system achieved positive results regarding the adoption of a proactive 
strategy to control handwriting movements by the children who participated in the 
evaluation [1]. However, the force feedback system limits the children’s movements 
to a specified area around the letter that has to be drawn, accompanying the 
movement. This system, aimed at reducing the errors made, also limits the child’s 
independence and, potentially, the child’s confidence to operate without the system’s 
assistance. 

Other systems targeted at improving the performance of people perfecting their 
writing skills have also been explored in the context of learning a second language. I-
TOUCH [2] is one such a system. It was conceived to help learning Japanese 
characters, with an animation completed by voice instructions teaching how the 
character should be drawn. This system also showed benefits, with a significant 
improvement in the classifications obtained by the persons who used the system over 
the ones who didn’t. However, the classification process had to be made by an 
independent teacher. IWA supports automatic classification and additionally is 
capable of providing feedback during the shape’s execution. 

Other studies [5] show how technology can help children to develop their reading 
skill and improve their knowledge. Systems using technology together with children 
appealing content, like games or animations, show great potential when correctly 
conceived. Given that children are one of the most complex target audiences, some 
guidelines to assist in the development of systems targeting them have been defined 
[6, 7]. One of those studies concerns the capability of a system or application to 
engage children [6]. The author presents some fundamental factors to achieve this 
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capacity, like supporting rich interactions and always provide adequate feedback, 
amongst others, while pointing out a set of precautions that should be considered 
when designing such systems. IWA follows these guidelines, thus becoming an 
engaging system, providing the sufficient independence to the child and the tutor, 
ensuring appropriate feedback is given to the child, and, additionally, being able to 
present important information regarding the child’s evolution to the tutor. 

3   The IWA System 

The IWA system aims to provide the required autonomy for both tutors and pupils 
during the calligraphy learning, repetition and perfecting process. The system was 
developed targeting both user groups: teachers and pre-school and first school years 
children. For the teachers, the system provides a set of tools allowing them to define 
and configure the exercises to present to the pupils. For the pupils, the system offers a 
rich graphical interface for presenting the teacher defined exercises, developed taking 
into account their literacy level, and taking care to provide immediate feedback 
according to the child’s performance. 

Each exercise is presented to the child as a challenge. A challenge is based in two 
concepts: a template and a task. A template is a set of sequentially ordered points 
defining the shape of a gesture. The task defines a set of presentation and interaction 
settings. Current settings allow defining how the template is to be presented (with a 
solid or dashed line), what scale is to be used (thus varying the size of the presented 
shape) and how many repetitions are required for the challenge to be considered 
successful. A challenge is thus defined as an association of a task to a template. It is 
the responsibility of the tutor to define and configure each challenge before it being 
presented to the pupil. A set of challenges is named learning unit. In this fashion, the 
teacher can prepare a set of learning units to use in her classes. 

After being presented with a challenge, the pupil executes the assigned tasks and 
waits for the system attributed score. Each challenge overcome by the child provides 
an immediate reward and the enabling of new challenges. 

In the following sections we will present in greater detail both profiles available in 
the IWA system, the logging mechanisms offered and the algorithm employed to 
grade the child’s performance and on which is based the presented feedback. 

3.1   The Tutor Interface 

The IWA user profile dedicated to the teachers’ population has as main goal 
supporting the definition of the challenges to present to the children. 

Prior to presenting the challenges to the children, these must be defined and 
appropriately configured by the teacher. To this end, the IWA system offers two main 
groups of features: one allowing the definition of templates and the other supporting 
the association of tasks to templates in order to create challenges. 

When defining templates the tutor is responsible for identifying the class of gesture 
to ask the children to do. Currently, IWA supports for classes of gestures: upper case 
letters, lower case letters, numerals and freeform. When defining a letter or a numeral 
the tutor can select the desired symbol by pressing the corresponding button on the 
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IWA tutor interface. Figure 1 presents this process for the letter “o”. The template is 
stored on the local file system, using the symbol as an identifier. When defining a free 
form gesture the tutor is requested a symbol name to act as its identifier. After 
defining the identifier the tutor draws the gesture in the drawing space on the right 
side of the interface (see figure 1). The tutor can define as many templates as whished 
for each letter, numeral or freeform gesture. 

 

Fig. 1. Creating a template for the letter “o” in the IWA tutor interface 

Once the templates have been defined the tutor can proceed with the challenges 
creation. All the previously defined templates are available to the tutor during the 
challenge creation process. After selecting the template, the tutor must configure the 
task the child will have to perform. As described above the task consists on a line 
following assignment, and the tutor can configure how the template is presented (line 
type and shape size) and how many repetitions will be requested. Additional details 
also have to be selected, like the voice instructions (which can be recorded at this 
point if not already available) or the difficulty settings for the scoring algorithm. 
Figure 2 illustrates this process. 

 

Fig. 2. Configuring the challenge in the IWA tutor interface 
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The tutor interface also supports browsing of the challenges completed by pupils. 
The teacher can load the results of the challenge that has been submitted by the pupil 
and, besides seeing the score achieved and the time it took for the child to draw the 
shape, she can play an animation of how the child draw the shape, which will assist in 
identifying possible problems, like the child drawing the shape in the wrong direction, 
for instance. 

3.2   The Pupil Interface 

Figure 3 shows the pupil graphical interface where the challenges will be solved by 
the children. The interface is organized in three functional areas: the top area consists 
of a set of buttons corresponding to the challenges; in one of the sides a colored 
progress bar is used to present the child’s gesture score; and a workspace with a 
horizontal guide line where the challenges are presented and the gestures executed. 

 

Fig. 3. The IWA pupil interface 

The challenges are presented and executed in a precise sequence. The challenge 
execution process starts with the child pressing the first button in the top area. In 
response to the button press, the challenge is presented in the workspace area through 
an animation exemplifying how the gesture is to be made. This animation can be 
replayed anytime the child wishes to, by pressing the corresponding button. After the 
gesture animation stops the shape’s line is drawn according to the teacher definition 
and a sound cue is played signaling the child can start the gesture drawing. Once the 
drawing task is concluded the child requests the grade by pressing the colored 
progress bar. In response the system slides the progress bar to the obtained score and 
follows up with one of two behaviors: plays a sound associated with a less achieved 
performance and then displays the same exercise for the child to repeat and perfect; 
plays a successful sound and unlocks the next challenge by enabling the related button 
and sharpening its image. This is expected to captivate the child, motivating him to 
reach good scores and unlocking new challenges. 

The described process is repeated until all the challenges are overcome. However, 
the child is able to repeat a challenge whenever he desires it. 
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The drawing process is supported by some assistance mechanisms. After the shape 
has been presented, or whenever the child lifts the pen from the drawing surface 
during the challenge execution, a graphical animation presents a hint of where the 
child should continue drawing the shape, and in what direction. Additionally, when 
the difference between the shape being drawn by the child and the template rises 
above a teacher defined threshold the line drawn by the child gets thicker and changes 
color as can be seen in figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4. The drawing line thickens and changes color when the pupil strays away from the 
template 

The images and sounds used in the pupil interface are tailored to child’s age and 
gender in order to try to motivate them as most as possible. 

3.3   Data Storage and Logging Mechanism 

Every data related to challenge creation and their execution are stored in XML files. 
These files comprise a set of metadata with the challenge configuration and the set of 
sequentially ordered points defining the template used in the challenge, or the shape 
drawn by the child.  

The metadata pertaining to a challenge is the information characterizing both the 
template and the tasks defining the challenge. The metadata pertaining to a challenge 
execution consist of not only the challenge’s full characterization, but also of every 
point drawn with temporal information and the score achieved. For each attempt at 
solving a challenge a complete independent file is generated. 

The files storing the challenge solving attempts can be browsed and visualized later 
in the tutor’s interface to assist in the identification of difficulties the child may be 
going through. 

3.4   The Grading Algorithm 

The grading of the child’s executed gestures is based on two main criteria. The first 
criterion is the average absolute distance between the drawn points and the template 
points. The identification of what is the closest point in the template for each point in 
the drawn shape is not a trivial problem when lines cross in the shape. This happens in 
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many of the alphabet letters. To prevent the algorithm to identify as the closest point, 
a point that is not in the same stroke, the comparison between the current point and 
the template points does not include all the template points. Instead, it includes just 
the next thirty points in sequential order from the last matched point. This prevents 
the matching with incorrect point, while supporting situations where there is a need to 
lift the pen to continue drawing in another part of the workspace. 

The second criterion is the percentage of the template that has been covered in the 
child’s shape. This prevents the situations where the child only draws part of the 
shape, even if they were drawn close to the template, which would result in a good 
grade if only the first criterion was used. Based on these two criteria, and the internal 
parameters configured by the teacher, the shape’s score is computed. 

The algorithm also works in a proactive manner, keeping an internal count of the 
consecutive failed attempts in the same challenge. This allows the mechanism that 
adjusts the line thickness and color according to the distance between drawn point and 
template point, to operate after the child has failed the challenge the number of times 
specified by the teacher. This provides an immediate feedback to the child on his 
performance, as presented on figure 4. 

4   Preliminary Evaluation 

To assess the proposed system two preliminary evaluation sessions were conducted. 
Our goal was to assess the usability of the pupil interaction platform while a child is 
executing the challenges, and also our assumptions regarding the usefulness of a 
system like the one described towards an increase in motor skills related to hand-
writing tasks. 

To this end we set up two evaluation sessions, with a three and a half years old girl 
participating in one session and a four and a half years old boy participating in the 
other session. For each session twelve distinct challenges were prepared, totaling 
twenty four challenges distributed over two learning units. All challenges were 
presented in dashed lines, keeping the same scale that was used in the template 
definition. Each evaluation session took approximately twenty minutes. The 
application was executed in a LG P100 tablet PC. From the first to the second session, 
some usability improvements were made. This will not impact our conclusions since 
we will not try to establish any comparison between both sessions’ results. 

The sessions were conducted at the children’s homes, in order to stress them as 
little as possible. The children’s parents were present during the evaluation. They 
were briefed prior to the sessions, and agree on having the sessions recorded on tape. 
The tape was later used to assess the stress level felt by each child during the 
evaluation. During the first evaluation a school teacher, who is the child’s 
grandparent, was also present. 

Instructions on what was expected of the children were explained to them at the 
beginning of the trial, and every time they requested it, or was felt needed by one the 
evaluation team members. 

During the evaluations, both children provided very positive reactions regarding 
the system’s feedback mechanism, and, on their own initiative, wanted to repeat the 
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challenges after completing them successfully once. This allowed us to record results 
on two rounds per learning unit. 

After the session’s completion, results and information gathered were processed 
and analyzed, resulting in three metrics regarding the executed challenges: best score, 
average number of attempts until successfully completing the challenge, and average 
time taken per attempt. The score is assessed in a 0 to 100 scale, with 100 being the 
perfect score. Table 1 presents these results for both children. 

Table 1. Evaluation sessions‘ results 

 Best Score Average # of tries Average time per try 
(s) 

 Round 1 Round 2 Round 1 Round 2 Round 1 Round 2 
Girl 72.13 73.48 1.75 1.5 10.32 10.66 
Boy 69.16 72.83 1.5 1.2 8.79 9.93 

A quick analysis of the presented results shows that from the first to the second 
round in both sessions there was an increase in the best score, a reduction in the 
number of attempts per challenge and a slight increase in the time taken per attempt. 
Due to the small number of evaluation sessions conducted we feel it is not adequate to 
perform a detailed quantitative analysis of the results. A qualitative discussion of the 
evaluation sessions conducted is presented in the next section. 

5   Discussion 

During the first evaluation session we identified some usability problems in the pupil 
interface. The school teacher present in the session also offered some constructive 
criticism regarding some pedagogical aspects employed in the IWA system. 

The scoring progress bar was placed on the right side of the workspace. For right-
handed children, as was the case of both children involved in the evaluation session, 
this placement meant their arm covered the score bar. We noticed that after 
completing the shape the children did not remove the arm immediately, and failed to 
watch the progress bar animation. For the second session, the bar was placed on the 
left side of the workspace, in a way that was always visible to the child. 

During the first session it was noticed the child failed to follow closely the 
animation that exemplifies how the shape should be executed. We introduced a 
different cursor, with a pencil shape and a bigger size, which proved better at drawing 
the child’s attention. 

When the challenge used a template requiring multiple strokes (e.g. “E”), we 
noticed that, many times, the child did not know where to proceed after finishing a 
stroke and lifting the pen. We introduced a mechanism to hint at where the child 
should continue the shape’s execution, and in what direction, every time the pen is 
lifted. 

The way the score is presented was also changed. In the initial version the score 
indicator began its animation in the middle of the progress bar. This meant that when 
the achieved score was low, the indicator dropped. For the second session, this 
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behavior was altered. The score indicator starts at the bottom of the progress bar, 
which means that whatever the score is, the indicator always rises, improving the 
child’s motivation. 

Although only two evaluation sessions have been performed, it can be noticed a 
slight increase in the scores obtained and in the time taken to perform the shapes from 
the first to the second round. This can be a sign that the children were trying to perfect 
their execution to improve the classification achieved. 

Regarding the boy who participated in the second session it was perceivable that 
the degree of difficulty demanded (a score of 50 points or better to unlock the next 
challenge) proved to be a demotivating factor, due to the child’s proficiency level for 
the requested tasks. This effect can be avoided if the difficulty can be adjusted in 
execution time, based on the scores that have been achieved in the previously 
executed challenges. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper presented IWA, a system to assist both teachers and pupils in the hand-
writing learning process. The system employs pen-based interaction techniques in 
order to mitigate the effort required of the children to adapt to a technological 
solution. 

The paper also presented the results of a preliminary evaluation of the proposed 
system. The results were positive and extremely encouraging, regarding both the 
improvements perceived in the evaluation sessions and the enthusiasm shown by the 
children. Also the feedback provided by the school teacher was very positive and her 
suggestions were used to improve the system for the second evaluation session. 

However, from the small number of evaluations performed, we can envision 
several evolutions to the current system in order to improve both pupil and tutor 
interface  and the grading algorithm. Perhaps the biggest evolution we could make to 
the system is to endow it with adaptive capabilities to adjust to difficulty level used in 
the grading algorithm in accordance to the acuity revealed by the child in the previous 
challenges. 
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